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Abstract. Resolution and contrast are the major parameters defining the quality of a computer-aided

tomographic image. These parameters depend upon several features of the image acquisition system, such as

detector resolution, geometrical arrangement of the source-object-detector, beam divergence, source strength,

detector efficiency and counting time. Roughly, the detector finite resolution is the main source of systematic

errors affecting the separation power of the image acquisition system, while the electronic noise and statistical

fluctuation are responsible for the data dispersion, which spoils the contrast. An algorithm has been developed in

this work aiming at the improvement of the image quality through the minimization of both types of errors. The

systematic ones are reduced by a mathematical unfolding of the position spectra - used as projections to

reconstruct the 2D-images - using the Line Spread Function – LSF of the neutron tomographic system. The

principle behind this technique is that every single channel contains information about all channels of the

spectrum, but it is concealed due to the automatic integration carried out by the detector. Therefore, knowing the

shape of this curve, it is possible to retrieve the original spectra. These spectra are unfortunately corrupted by the

unavoidable statistical fluctuation, and by oscillations arising from the unfolding process, which strongly affects

the quality of the final unfolded image. In order to reduce this impact, the spectra have been filtered by a Fourier

transform technique or smoothed with a least square fitting procedure. The algorithm has been applied to spectra

of some test-bodies generated by an earlier developed tomographic simulator, which reproduces the spectra

furnished by a thermal Neutron Tomographic System employing a Position Sensitive Detector. The obtained

results have shown that the unfolded spectra produce final images capable to resolve features otherwise not

achievable with the original spectra.
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1. Introduction

Computer aided Tomographic images can be improved by using two basic techniques, depending upon

the kind of spoiling agents that degrade the images: systematic or random errors. As they affect the

image quality in different fashions, they require different approaches to minimize their impact. An

example of systematic error is the finite resolution of the detector equipping the image acquisition

systems, which spoils the resolution of the final image. For two-dimensional detectors, the resolution

is duly characterized by the Point Spread Function – PSF, a spatial distribution corresponding to the

blurred image of a - originally sharp - spot. This image would be represented by a spot, not necessarily

circular, exhibiting an optical density which decreases from center to the edge.

When the shape, pattern and spatial orientation of the PSF remain constant over the whole area of the

image, the acquisition system is called isoplanatic, a feature that simplifies substantially any future

image processing. If the PSF exhibits additionally a radial symmetry the system is classified as

isotropic, and in this case the optical density pattern would resemble a bell-shaped surface, making the

image treatment even easier. Disregarding the specific characteristics of a particular system, the PSFs

always overlap each other, and the resulting convolution mixes their features with those of the

neighbor companions, a process, which blurs the image, degrading both spatial resolution and contrast.

As this degradation is caused by systematic errors, it is possible in principle to eliminate or at least to

reduce them. Therefore, for a system exhibiting a linear response, it is potentially possible to recover
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the original image by using an adequate algorithm to perform a mathematical unfolding, usually

referred as deconvolution or deblurring. The main idea supporting this technique is that, although

every single pixel is itself spoiled, it contains information virtually about all original non-perturbed

pixels composing the image. This information is however entangled due to the automatic integration

carried out by the system. Nevertheless, it is possible to retrieve it, if one knows how the specific

properties of a given pixel are affected by the properties of all of them, in order to proceed in the

inverse way and recover the original image. For a monochromatic isotropic image acquiring system

these specific properties refer solely to the intensity or optical density of pixel and the PSF.

Therefore, to accomplish this task it is necessary to get the PSF, a difficult and cumbersome work,

even for isotropic systems. Methods to overcome this difficulty, such as Blind Image Deconvolution

[1], do not need to assume a priori any specific PSF, which is retrieved simultaneously with the

searched unperturbed original image. Yet, it suffers from a lack of monotonicity, a flaw that can

eventually generate a deconvoluted image practically similar to that degraded one being restored,

associated with a correspondently narrow PSF.

Even if ideal detectors were available, random errors generated by statistical fluctuation and electronic

noise of the ancillary equipment, would arise degrading thus the final image as well. Due to their

character these errors require other approaches to be minimized, such as smoothing and filtering. Both

methods cut high frequencies associated with the noise, using a proper technique like some kind of

data averaging, fitting or Fourier transform. These techniques, unfortunately, reduce also the high

frequencies eventually composing the real signal.

An approach to reduce the high frequencies associated with general noise keeping yet those belonging

to the real signal involves a relatively recent transform technique named Wavelet Shrinkage Denoising

[2]. As the Fourier transform it involves three steps: a linear forward transform, a nonlinear shrinkage

denoising (equivalent to the cutoff of high values in the frequency domain when applying Fourier

transform), followed by a linear inverse transform. It requires however an adequate set of properly

tailored wavelet functions to represent the original unknown potential.

2. Methodology

Three different approaches have been employed in this work to improve the quality of two-

dimensional tomographic images: unfolding, smoothing and filtering. Although the last two ones

could be classified within the same category, for both address the reduction of high frequency noise,

they make use of different methods to accomplish this task. The images undertaking treatment have

been experimentally acquired with a thermal neutron tomographic system [3] or synthesized with a

tomographic simulator [4]. This last kind has been treated because, it becomes very convenient to deal

with virtual samples, systems and conditions, for one can freely choose some parameters otherwise

very difficult or even impossible in the real world.

Within this frame a synthetic test-object, specially tailored to emphazise the impact of a variable

spatial frequency on the image resolution, has been used. Its thermal neutron tomographic synthesized

image reconstructed from a set of 60 projections acquired with a resolution of 0.1mm and a counting

statistics of 10K is depicted in Fig. 1, where the cross section of the test-object and isometric view is

also shown for reference. Such a fine resolution is not achievable at present state of the art with

gaseous position sensitive detectors. Yet, it is illustrative for comparison with test-object cross-section.

In spite of its generic character, the methodology applied in this work has been focused in the

restoration of tomographic images reconstructed from one-dimensional position spectra used as

projections.
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2.1 Unfolding

For the restoration of the tomographic images through unfolding, it has been assumed that the Line

Spread Function - LSF is fairly represented by a Gaussian function, where its full width at half

maximum - FWHM represents the detector resolution. The convolution mechanism sketched in Fig.2,

shows that for a real detector, the counts A(j) at each channel of the spectrum are not confined to it, but

spread out over neighbor channels, receiving concomitantly spurious contribution from their neighbor

companions. A poor detector resolution w, means thus a strong degradation of the individual counts,

for the Gaussian tails invade farther and farther channels yielding the average count T(j), where cj is

the abcissa of the middle point of the j
th
 channel, δ is the channel width and L is the spectrum domain

defined by the detector active length.

Figure 1: Illustrative sketch of the convolution mechanism. A poorer resolution means a broader Line

Spread Function, and a stronger degradation of both resolution and contrast.

Assuming an ideal convolution, i.e., the counts at a given channel affect and is affect by all the other

ones, a linear system can be formulated to unfold the convoluted spectrum and obtain the original one,

as shown in Fig. 3, where c is the convoluted-spectrum vector, y is the unknown unfolded spectrum

vector, erf is the error function and 4ln.σ=w . This system has been incorporated to a Fortran

program specially written to read the convoluted experimental or simulated spectra and the detector

resolution used to acquire them, returning with the unfolded ones, which are then used to retrieve the

deblurred tomographic image.

Figure 2: Linear system to perform the mathematical spectra unfolding
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2.2 Smoothing and Filtering

The noise, due to its random character, can not be easily eliminated or reduced without affecting the

signal itself. Several techniques have been conceived to overcome this problem, such as the simple

moving average filter which smoothes the data in a blind fashion, preserving the 0
th
 and 1

th 
moments

but violating the 2
nd
 one. An improved version of this technique, the classic Savitzky-Golay low-pass

filter [5], preserves additionally the second moment, applying also a moving window, but performs a

polynomial least-square fitting within it, to obtain the amplitude of the middle point of the window.

These approaches, rather classified as smoothing do not differentiate between signal and noise. Yet, in

some cases, signal and noise differ significantly in frequency spectrum when transformed into phase

space domain. Under such circumstances, a filtering technique performed by a forward Fourier

transform, followed by a frequency cutoff at a chosen value, eliminates high frequency components

related with noise and statistical fluctuation, preserving the although the low-frequency components of

the signal. An inverse operation transforming the data back to physical space yields a filtered signal.
After this technique, the space series A(k) constituted by the position spectra, undertakes a forward

transformation, becoming thus  represented in the frequency domain as follows,
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where:

      n = Spatial Frequency index;                                  k = Spectrum channel index;

     N = Number of channels in the spectrum;               i  = 1− ;

A(k) = Space series in the physical space;               F(n) = Complex Fourier transform.

Using Euler´s notation exp(ix)=cos(x)+i.sin(x), the eq(1) can be rewritten as,
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making hence explicit its real and imaginary parts. Once transformed into the frequency domain, the

relative contribution of each frequency to the signal can be better visualized by taking the normalized

spectral intensity S(n), twice the square of the norm of the complex Fourier transform, as follows,

                                      [ ] [ ]22
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The high frequency components associated to the noise, including statistical fluctuation, can then be

discarded by choosing a proper frequency cutoff Nc. After an inverse Fourier transform the filtered

signal )(kA f  is retrieved again into the physical space.
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3. Results

The above mentioned methodology has been applied to both experimental and synthesized

tomographies, or more precisely, to the projections used to retrieve them. In some cases, the

projections have also undergone two treatments in order to reduce both, systematic and random errors.
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3.1 Synthesized tomographies

All position spectra used as projections to retrieve each image have been generated by the

tomographic simulator previously mentioned. The Fig. 3 shows tomographic images of the test-object

Nr. 1 taken under a maximum counting statistics of 10k/channel - at the region not obstructed by the

test-object - and a detector resolution of 1.0 mm. The attenuation coefficients for the cylinder and

inserts have been chosen in order to produce a reasonable attenuation and contrast, taking into account

its physical dimensions. The isometric view, cross section, related parameters of the test-object, as

well as its tomographic image acquired with a resolution of 0.1 mm are also shown for reference.

Such a fine resolution is not achievable at present state of the art with gaseous position sensitive

detectors. Yet, it is illustrative for comparison with poorer resolutions.

Figure 3: Synthesized neutron tomographic images of a cylindrical test-object containing

parallelepipeds of several attenuation coefficients.
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In spite of the better resolution exhibited by the unfolded image, the algorithm was not able to recover

the ideal object cross section. This incapability most likely happens because the linear system deals

with an ill-conditioned matrix [6] due to the perturbation caused by the noise. Although the projections

used in this work are not affected by any kind of electronic noise, they include a statistical counting

fluctuation after the Poisson distribution.

It can be observed that the unfolded image exhibits a degraded contrast when compared to the original

one. Therefore, a filtering through a Savitzky-Golay smoothing with a 2
nd
 degree polynomial and 9-

points convolute, has been carried out addressing the noise reduction. The smoothing produced a

better image, but as no deeper or comprehensive analysis has been carried out on this subject, it is

possible that other smoothing configurations could eventually produce even better results.

Tomographic images of the test-object Nr. 2 taken under 1000 counts/channel - for the non-perturbed

beam - and a detector resolution of 1.0 mm are shown in Fig. 4. These tomographies have been filtered

with the Fourier transform technique using different cutoff frequencies. A low counting statistics and

close attenuation coefficients for cylinder and rods were intentionally chosen in order to produce a

poor original image. An isometric view, cross section and physical parameters of the test-object are

also shown for reference.
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Figure 4: Synthesized neutron tomographic images of a cylindrical test-object containing rods of

several attenuation coefficients. Labels refer to the related frequency cutoff used in the FFT filtering.
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Tomographs retrieved from filtered projections, treated with a proper cutoff value, exhibit clearly

improved contrasts. Very low cutoff values smooth strongly the spectra, degrading the image quality,

while high values, as expected, practically do not alter the original image. Indeed, a cutoff value of

0.025, oversmoothes the spectrum degrading the resolution, as can be visualized in Fig. 5, where an

ideal position spectrum, - free from statistical dispersion – is shown as well.

Figure 5: Typical position spectrum used as projection retrieve the images shown in Fig.4.  The

impact of cutoff frequency is clearly observable. An ideal spectrum is also shown for reference.
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3.1 Experimental tomographies

A tomographic image of a 40 mm-diameter electric motor acquired with a thermal neutron

tomographic system elsewhere described [*], as well as those reconstructed from filtered projections

are shown in Fig. 4, together with a conventional photograph for reference. By choosing a proper

frequency cutoff, it is possible to obtain an image with a contrast high enough to differentiate the

stator, made of ceramic magnets from the iron-made rotor with its copper coils.
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Figure 6: Tomographies of a small electric motor. After the FFT filtering the density resolution is

substantially enhanced. Labels are the frequency cutoff. A photograph is also shown for comparison.
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As in the synthesized tomographies, lower cutoff values over-smooth the projections degrading thus

the resolution, as shown in Fig. 5, which exhibits one of the 90 projections used to reconstruct filtered

tomographies under cutoff values of 0.1 and 0.01. On the right of the same figure, the normalized

spectral intensity is plotted as function of the spatial frequency. In the first case only high frequencies

are eliminated, keeping thus information concerning the inner structure of the object. A cutoff value of

0.01 nevertheless, discards frequencies carrying still relevant information, degrading thus the

resolution due to the resulting over-smoothing.

Figure 7: Typical used to retrieve the original and filtered tomographs as shown in Fig. 6.A cutoff of

0.1 yields a reasonable filtering the value 0.01 cuts medium frequencies as well, over-smoothing the

spectrum, degrading thus the resolution.
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4 Conclusion

Synthesized and experimental tomographic images have been improved by deconvolution, smoothing,

filtering and by a combination of these techniques. For this purpose, 1D position spectra generated by

an earlier developed tomographic simulator, or actually experimentally acquired, have been processed

with those techniques. These treated spectra have been afterwards used as projections to retrieve the

cross section of a virtual or actual test-object. The deconvolution targeted the reduction of the

systematic error arising from the finite detector resolution, while the remaining ones, dealed with

errors of random character such as electronic noise and statistical dispersion. After deconvolution, the

images exhibited a better resolution but a poorer contrast due to a high frequency oscillation most

likely caused by an ill-conditioned matrix used in the mathematical unfolding. A reduction of this

oscillation performed with a Savitzky-Golay smoothing, improved the spoiled contrast.
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The Fourier transform filtering has been as well applied as a tool to denoise synthesized and

experimental position spectra. For the synthesized ones, besides a low counting statistics, the

attenuation factors of neighbor regions have been - intentionally and conservatively - kept very close

to each other. Under such extreme conditions, the inner structure of the object could scarcely be

recognized, or not recognized at all in the original image. The filtered images, on the other hand,

thanks to the enhanced contrast, allowed the recognition of the inner features of the test-object. As to

the experimental tomographies - of a small electric motor - although some components could be

identified in the original image, the filtered ones exhibit improved contrasts, allowing thus to

differentiate the attenuation factors of the components.
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